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Making sense 
of a regulatory 
patchwork
ANJA GRENNER, DIRECTOR, FUNDS

Alternative assets are set to rise but fragmentation is still a problem for AIFMD, 
which is soon due for its second iteration. Anja Grenner, Director Fund Services at 
Intertrust, shares why managers need to rely on service providers more than ever.

The second version of the Alternative Investment Fund 
Managers Directive, known as AIFMD II, is on the horizon. 
Version one, launched in 2011, has created a large, internal 
market for European alternative investment funds and 
influenced regulatory practices around the globe. The update 
is eagerly anticipated. 

In preparation for the new iteration, Intertrust surveyed 
private capital fund managers to determine their views 
about the existing framework. The poll discovered a broadly 
optimistic view: the majority of respondents thought the 
sum of assets invested in AIFMD-compliant structures would 
rise over the next two years. 

But the research also uncovered a widespread problem. 
The AIFMD has been interpreted differently by different 
EU member states, leading to variations in local regulatory 
requirements. Instead of a single, uniform marketplace, fund 
managers are presented with a kind of patchwork of varying 
frameworks – and this burdens them with cost 
and complexity.

Anja Grenner says the differing practices in various member 
states can be perplexing:

“Fragmentation makes setting up a fund more complicated, 
difficult and expensive,” she says. “The cost to set up an 

alternative investment fund or a depositary under the regime 
may differ, and maintenance fees can vary more than 100% 
from country to country.” 

Different countries require different documentation, she 
adds. Once an alternative fund manager has received an 
AIFMD passport, for example, it might be assumed that the 
same documentation package could be sent to each of the 
local regulators in the jurisdictions in which the fund is to be 
distributed. But that is not the case. Each country requires 
a different package of documents, which are processed by 
local regulators at their own pace ranging from a week to 
two months or more. 

In this confusing environment, fund managers must rely on 
service providers to avoid costly mistakes in their planning.

“Managers often need a helping hand 
to take them through that jungle.”

The good news is that EU policy makers are aware of 
the problems. However, Grenner cautions that some of 
the causes of regional variation are too fundamental to 
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be resolved overnight. Germany, for example, has a long 
tradition of retail customers investing in unregulated limited 
partnership structures, while in France, such products are 
never sold to retail buyers. It’s natural that the German and 
French regulators have interpreted the AIFMD differently to 
account for the different make-up of their funds markets. 

There are further questions about how to define key terms 
in the AIFMD. Countries such as Germany, Italy, France and 
Spain seem to favour a strict approach to fund marketing 
in which a distribution agreement is required before a fund 

manager can have high-level discussions about a fund with 
a potential client. The UK and Scandinavia, on the other 
hand, are more likely to allow that such discussions are “pre-
marketing”, which does not require a distribution agreement. 

“Some things are easier to harmonise than others,” says 
Grenner, who favours a patient approach. “We’ll get there 
at some stage, maybe not all at once via AIFMD II, but 
harmonisation will be achieved over time. UCITs was and is 
an evolution, not a one-time shot.”

Article published on Funds Europe May edition.
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Substantial changes in 
the Channel Islands
AMIT TAYLOR, HEAD OF CORPORATE SERVICES, GUERNSEY
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The Channel Islands have recently introduced new Economic Substance laws 
that meet requirements set out by the EU’s Code of Conduct Group (Business 
Taxation) (COCG). Amit Taylor, Head of Corporate Services at Intertrust in 
Guernsey, explains what the changes mean and why they’re good news.

The substance laws that have come into force in each island 
(and in the Isle of Man) represent significant pieces of 
legislation that will require certain tax-resident companies 
to meet a series of economic substance tests to prove their 
compliance. The new laws could result in some changes 
to how entities operate but are ultimately good news 
for the Crown Dependencies and build on the substance 
requirements which previously existed in both islands.

POSITIVE REAFFIRMATION

The introduction of the laws has contributed to Guernsey 
and Jersey being reaffirmed as cooperative jurisdictions with 
respect to good governance by the Economic and Financial 
Affairs Council of the European Union (ECOFIN); a positive 
endorsement but one that the islands’ governments have 
always maintained was inevitable.

Substance legislation is the latest in a long list of compliance 
and regulatory standards to which the islands’ financial 
services industries have had to respond to so represents an 
evolution rather than a revolution.

A long history of being early adopters of international 
standards such as FATCA and CRS has established the 
islands’ reputations as operating to the highest standards of 
regulation and transparency.

THE NEXT STEPS

Under the new laws, which came into force from 1 January 
2019, tax-resident companies in either island will need 
to satisfy an economic substance test of three parts. 
Companies must: be directed and managed in Guernsey 
or Jersey; conduct Core Income Generating Activity (CIGA) 
there; and meet requirements with regard to the levels of 
personnel, physical presence and operating expenditure in 
the islands. Failure to comply could result in significant fines 
and, potentially, strike-off.

The laws apply to tax-resident companies in Guernsey 
and Jersey who carry out the following relevant activities: 
banking, insurance, fund management, headquarters, 
shipping, holding companies, distribution and service centre, 
finance and leasing, intellectual property. 

The first thing for companies who are tax-resident 
in the Channel Islands to do is to determine which of 
their client entities could be affected. Proactive service 
providers will be talking to clients to explain the changes 
and to guide them through initial impact assessments.

The new laws could result in some 
changes to how entities operate

EVOLUTION NOT REVOLUTION

As a listed company with a long-established presence and 
over 500 experts across the two islands we’ve developed 
its existing client proposition to help clients to meet the 
new requirements.

Boards have to respond appropriately and quickly to the 
new laws so to help them do this we’ve developed an 
online ‘substance checker’ to make the initial assessment 
as easy as possible.

In addition to the Channel Islands, we offer a global 
solution to meeting substance laws across our network. 
Our substance offering is menu-based and can be tailored 

to meet individual clients’ needs, including provision of 
office space, directors and relocation assistance governance 
solutions which sit alongside the established fund and 
corporate administration services we’re known for. 

We also work closely with our global client solutions team 
who constantly scan upcoming regulatory and legislative 
developments to ensure that we’re able to respond quickly
to these changes. This means we can guide our clients in 
the ever complex and fast-changing environment in which 
they operate.

A COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

In a world characterised by increased regulation and 
compliance, we welcome the new substance laws as it 
means clients are turning to proven quality and established 
reputation, and jurisdictions we operate in, like the Channel 
Islands, continue to be modern, transparent and compliant. 

The substance laws not only enable the islands to continue 
to meet international transparency standards but mean that 
they stand out as having a thorough approach to compliance 
and transparency.

For further information on Intertrust’s substance offering, 
either in the Channel Islands or globally, please get in touch. 

Information correct as of print date of 27 March 2019. For disclaimer and legal 
messages, please visit the Intertrust Group website – intertrustgroup.com/
legalnotice
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Netherlands UBO 
register is expected to 
go live in January 2020
BAUKE FABER, SENIOR LEGAL COUNSEL

The register of Ultimate Beneficial Owners (UBOs) in the Netherlands is likely to 
be introduced in January 2020, subject to completion of the legislative process 
in the Dutch parliament. We spoke with Bauke Faber, Senior Legal Counsel at 
Intertrust, to understand more about the recent updates to the UBO register in 
the Netherlands (NL).

Q: Bauke, please give us a brief introduction as to what’s 
expected with the UBO register.
We expect the UBO register to be live in the Netherlands in 
January 2020. Each company or other entity incorporated 
or founded in the Netherlands must obtain information on 
the persons who ultimately own or control them (commonly 
referred to as UBOs) and register this information in the 
NL UBO register. The NL UBO register will be part of the 
Dutch Trade Register. Once the register is in place, existing 
entities will have 18 months to register their UBOs – so until 
Mid-2021.

Q: Tell us, which entities are affected?
Only companies, other entities and partnerships incorporated 
or founded in the Netherlands must disclose its UBOs in 

the NL UBO Register. The location of their business (inside 
or outside the Netherlands) is irrelevant. A legal entity not 
incorporated under the laws of the Netherlands, but with 
its principal place of business or branch in the Netherlands, 
does not need to register a UBO in the NL UBO Register. This 
is because Dutch law assumes that this legal entity has such 
obligation in its home state.

There are also requirements for de-registered partnerships, 
a business which is no longer established in the Netherlands 
but belongs to a (limited) partnership or shipping enterprise. 
These are formed under the laws of the Netherlands and 
should be re-registered in the Dutch Trade Register, so it can 
then register its UBO.

Q: What are the implications for listed entities? 
Are they exempt? 
Each “issuer” of securities incorporated under the laws of 
the Netherlands which complies with either disclosure 
requirements as meant in the transparency directive or 
international standards comparable with such disclosure 
requirements (a.k.a. “Dutch stock listed entities”) and each 
100% subsidiary of such “issuer” are exempted from the 
obligation to register a UBO in the NL UBO register.

The free float percentage is irrelevant for this exemption. A 
Dutch entity can list its securities on stock exchanges around 
the world. Unfortunately, not all jurisdictions have standards 
comparable with the disclosure requirements under the 
transparency directive. A Dutch entity which shares have 
been listed on a stock exchange outside the EU, the US, 
the UK (after Brexit) and Japan may not always use the 
exemption, so must register a UBO in the NL UBO register 
after all.

Q: Who must be registered as a UBO in the 
NL UBO register? 
The person or people who ultimately own or control a 
company or other entity must be registered as UBO in the 
NL UBO register. There can be more than one UBO. Some 
examples of who is regarded as a UBO are:

• A person owning more than 25% of the shares in a BV or 
NV, directly or indirectly

• A person holding more than 25% of the ownership 
interest of a partnership, directly or indirectly

• A person capable of exercising more than 25% of the 
votes in a decision to amend the articles of association of 
a foundation, directly or indirectly

• A person effectively controlling a company or entity

If nobody qualifies as a UBO based on the ownership or 
control requirement, or if there’s any doubt as to which 
individuals are UBOs, the individual(s) that hold the position 
of senior managing official(s) will be considered the UBO(s).

Companies must keep the 
NL UBO register up to date 
and register any changes

In the case of a BV, NV and foundation the board members 
are the senior managing officials. In the case of a limited 
partnership, the general partners are the senior managing 
officials. If the board member is a legal entity, the person/

people forming the board members of that legal entity form 
the senior managing officials of the entity of which the legal 
entity is the board member. If the board members or general 
partners don’t wish that they all are considered as UBO, they 
may select one person from their midst to be the UBO for 
UBO register purposes.

Just to note, the person on whose behalf a transaction is 
executed, doesn’t qualify as UBO for the NL UBO register, 
and doesn’t need to be registered in the NL UBO register. 
However, this person does qualify as UBO under other 
Dutch legislation.

Q: What UBO information will be accessible?
The following details of a UBO will be publicly available in 
the UBO register: 

• First and last name

• Month and year of birth

• Nationality

• Country of residence

• Nature and extent of the UBOs economic interest 

Furthermore, the Dutch Financial Intelligence Unit and other 
competent authorities will have access to the following 
additional information: 

• Day, place and country of birth

• Residential address

• Citizen service number or foreign tax 
identification number

• Copy of passport

• Documents that prove the nature and extent of the 
UBO’s economic interest

We’ll investigate which documents prove the nature and 
extent of the UBOs economic interest.
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Q: How’s a UBO’s privacy safeguarded?
The UBO register meets the requirements imposed by the 
EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Most parties 
that consult the register will only be allowed access to a 
limited amount of the available information. In exceptional 
circumstances, a UBO may request that access to the public 
information be restricted. This is only possible if publication of 
this information exposes the UBO to a disproportionate risk of, 
for example, violence, blackmail, extortion or kidnapping.

This type of UBO must be registered in the Dutch Trade 
Register but the UBO can request the Chamber of Commerce 
to shield parts of the UBO information from the public.

Q: Who’s charged with providing UBO information? 
THE ENTITY

Each company or other entity must obtain information on its 
UBO and register this person with the NL UBO register. This 
obligation lies with each managing director (or similar official). 
The company must keep the NL UBO register up to date and 
register any changes that take place.

THE UBO

The relevant UBO must provide the required information to 
the company/entity of which they’re the UBO.

It’s important to note that organisations are bound by 
statutory KYC obligations. Organisations that are required 
by law to obtain UBO information for KYC purposes, such as 
(Dutch) law firms, Dutch notaries and Dutch tax advisers, 
must notify the NL UBO register of any inconsistencies found 
between the UBO information that they received from their 
client and the information in the NL UBO register.

Q: What happens if the UBO information is not provided?
Not meeting the requirements of this new law may be 
sanctioned with an administrative or criminal penalty. Exact 
amount is still unclear.

Q: How do you register a UBO?
The legislative proposal doesn’t stipulate how to register a 
UBO in the NL UBO register. This will likely be implemented 
by amending the Dutch trade register decree 2008. The 
proposal to amend this decree has recently been published. 
Unfortunately, the proposal on this topic isn’t clear. For now, 
we (have to) assume that the registration of a UBO can 
only occur by completing and signing a form. This includes 
signatures of the relevant UBO and of the director of the 
relevant company or entity.

Q: What’s the timing?
From (1 or 10) January 2020, a newly incorporated company 
and other entities will have to provide the required information 
on their UBO upon registering with the Dutch Trade Register. 
An already existing company and other entities will have until 
mid-2021 (18 months after the NL UBO register will 
be implemented). 

Intertrust offers UBO registry services across our 
global network. For further information on UBO 
registry in your jurisdiction, get in touch by emailing 
uboregisterservices@intertrustgroup.com

CAPITAL MARKETS

As a corporate services provider that has technology at its core, the evolution of 
the world of cryptocurrency trades has been of great interest, particularly from a 
regulatory standpoint. Cliff Pearce, Global Head of Capital Markets, discusses whether 
cryptocurrency and regulation are a good fit in an increasingly regulatory environment. 

The lack of regulation in this sector has proved to be a double-
edged sword. On the one hand, it has opened up the possibility 
of using cryptocurrency as a valid method of exchange, reward 
or consideration to market players that wouldn’t have been 
possible in a more regulated market. This has in turn spurred 
its development. But, on the other hand, it has kept some of 
the larger, regulated players on the side lines, as they develop 
their stance on their level of engagement.

It’s a commonly held view that cryptocurrency and 
blockchain, in one of their many guises, will underpin 
significant developments in the market, but it’s certainly 
not happening at the pace which many commentators 
might have suspected a couple of years ago. New innovative 
structures and transactions are announced on a regular and 
frequent basis, yet it hasn’t moved the market, either from
an origination, distribution or cost of production basis. 

Cryptocurrency and blockchain 
will underpin significant 
developments in the market

A handful of ABS initial coin offerings does not quantify 
as a market. It could be argued that global standardised 
regulation of this sector will put this sector on to a 
common footing and then tempt the bigger players to add 
momentum. It can be argued that not all cryptocurrencies 
are securities, and shouldn’t be regulated, particularly when 
looking at tokens in their purest form. However, regulation 
will eliminate many of the risks that potential participants 
would have concerns over.

The lack of standardised regulation should not prevent 
market players from conducting themselves in manner 
as if it were regulated. Many basic legal and regulatory 

provisions should still apply, such as KYC, and it shouldn’t 
come as a great surprise if any new regulation applied looks 
retrospectively at past conduct to ensure that any current 
issuances and transactions are compliant.

The European Central Bank (ECB) recently stated that 
cryptocurrencies are not a threat to financial stability in 
the Eurozone, reflecting the relatively small scale of this 
sector and limited linkage to the mainstream financial 
sector. However, the United Arab Emirates, which is actively 
promoting development of blockchain technology, has a 
target to process 50% of all federal government transactions 
over blockchain platforms within three years. This is expected 
to generate savings of AED 11bn, 398 million printed 
documents, 1.6 billion kilometres of driving and 77 million 
work hours annually.

With efficiencies like these in view, global standardised 
regulation looks like an attractive prospect to spur the 
sector on, potentially reduce the volatility of the underlying 
currencies and remove some of the concerns players have 
about the abuse of cryptocurrencies. No doubt the central 
banks will be keen to progress this, and we look forward to 
seeing what falls within their scope of regulation.
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CLIFF PEARCE, GLOBAL HEAD OF CAPITAL MARKETS



Funds cross-border
standardisation for
UCITS and AIFs
AUDREY BEHAN, HEAD OF AIFM SERVICES & ROBERT COMYN, SENIOR COMPLIANCE OFFICER

Intertrust conducted a survey in March 20191  amongst alternative investment 
managers in private equity, real estate, hedge and infrastructure. Following the 
launch of the report, Audrey Behan, Head of AIFM services in Ireland and Robert 
Comyn, Senior Compliance Officer in Ireland, discuss the research findings which 
highlighted the concerns of global fund managers generated by the insufficiency 
of European cross-border regulatory and legislative standardisation in the market. 

Whilst the evidence shows that there’s a strong appetite 
from managers looking to launch into the European 
Economic Area (EEA), it’s significant that 60% of 
respondents indicated a desire for greater harmonisation to 
reduce variances of AIFMD interpretation and more than half 
(59%) of respondents predicted that there would be the 
prospect of ‘regulatory arbitrage’ created between European 
Union member states seeking to attract business.

These concerns are reflected in the data. As at the end of Q4 
2018, EU regulated open-ended fund assets totalled €14.7 
trillion2. Of the total assets under management in the EU, 
70% are held by investment funds authorised or registered 
for distribution only in their domestic market. 

Whilst managers of Undertakings for Collective Investment 
in Transferable Securities (UCITS) already benefit from a 
fully-fledged management passport, which allows them 
to provide their services across the EU without a residence 
requirement, only 37% are currently registered for 
distribution in more than three member states3.

EU managers of non-UCITs funds, i.e. alternative investment 
funds (AIFs) benefit from an EU-wide passport to manage 
and market AIFs to professional investors across borders. 
However, unlike UCITS, marketing AIFs to non-institutional 
investors is currently only possible at member state discretion. 
This has resulted in a desultory 3% of AIFs registered for 
distribution in more than three member states4. 

Thankfully, the European Commission has not been blind 
to these concerns. 

On the 17 April 2019 the European Parliament plenary 
formally adopted the trilogue (the EU Parliament, Council 
and Commission) agreement on the Commission’s initiative 
(the Capital Markets Union Action Plan ) to remove cross-
border barriers to the distribution of investment funds.

This marks a decisive recognition of the need to postpone 
the application of the Packaged Retail Investment and 
Insurance Products (PRIIPs) disclosure regime for UCITS 
by two years, in light of the regime’s documented 
shortcomings. While the goal is to standardise pre-sale 
documents across all financial products, the Commission 
finally recognised that investors would not be able to 
compare the Key Information Documents for UCITs (KID) and 
AIFs (PRIIPs KID). The delay allows the European Commission 
more time to conduct a thorough review of the regime. 

Existing AIFs may be ‘pre-marketed’ 
into new EU host jurisdictions

Also appreciated is the fact that existing AIFs may be ‘pre-
marketed’ into new EU host jurisdictions, alongside not-
yet-established AIFs, thereby broadening the range of funds 
available to prospective investors. 

FUNDS

Until this initiative, member states had taken diverging 
approaches to the definition of ‘marketing’. In particular some 
member states regarded any initial contact with a potential 
investor as ‘marketing’ where others allowed a certain degree 
of pre-marketing contact before AIFMD was considered to 
be triggered. This uncertainty meant that an alternative 
investment fund manager, that wished to determine 
investor interest in an AIF before it came into existence, 
would be allowed do so without triggering AIFMD marketing 
requirements in some member states but not others.  

A new definition of ‘pre-marketing’ is to be introduced, 
and means:

‘a direct or indirect provision of information on investment 
strategies or investment ideas by an AIFM or on its behalf 
to professional investors domiciled or registered in the 
Union in order to test their interest in an AIF which is not 
yet established.’

However, the initiative contains a requirement for an 
informal notification by the management company to the 
competent home authority announcing the start of the 
pre-marketing regime for AIFs which has created somewhat 
unnecessary ambiguity.

The amended directives will also remove numerical 
thresholds, initially governing the de-notification of UCITS 
or AIFs from host member state jurisdictions under the 
Commission’s original proposal. These thresholds would 
have introduced an additional barrier to the cross-border 
distribution of funds.

The new directives will permit a UCITS which has been 
marketing UCITS in a host member, or an EU AIFM which has 
been marketing an EU AIF in a host member state under an 
Article 32 AIFMD notification, to cease marketing any or all 
of these UCITS or AIFs, by sending a notice of de-notification 
to its home regulator provided:

1. it makes a blanket offer to repurchase or redeem (free of 
charge or deductions) all units or shares of the UCITS or 
AIF(s) being de-notified, which are held by investors in 
that member state. The offer must be:

• publicly available for at least 30 working days and

• addressed (directly or through intermediaries) 
individually to all investors in the host member state 
whose identity is known (this condition doesn’t apply 
in the case of closed-ended AIFs and ELTIFs.)

2. it makes its intention to stop marketing in that member  
state public by means of a publicly available medium 
(including electronic) which is ‘customary for 
marketing’ UCITS or AIFs and suitable for a ‘typical’ 
UCITS or AIF investor.

3. contractual arrangements with any financial 
intermediaries or delegates are modified or terminated 
with effect from the date of de-notification to prevent 
units or shares in any UCITS or AIF which is being 
de-notified from being offered or placed.

Yet, some doubts remain regarding the rationale to continue 
requiring the formal notification requirements between 
home and host competent authorities, despite the end of 
the marketing regime. 

A further notable amendment to the directive is the removal 
of the requirement for asset management companies to 
establish a mandatory physical presence in a host jurisdiction 
as a condition for marketing their funds. 

Finally, the initiative will establish a centralised and updated 
information database held by the European Securities and 
Markets Authority (ESMA). This database will benefit those 
fund management companies wishing to avail of the EU 
fund distribution passport by expediting the cross-border 
notification procedure. 

Launched in September 2015, the Capital Markets Union 
Action Plan is reaching its conclusion. It’s hoped that the 
progress achieved will advance the cross-border market 
for investment funds and will, in some aspects, settle the 
concerns of alternative fund investment managers.

1Intertrust: Navigating a Shifting Regulatory Landscape May 2019
2‘Worldwide Regulated Open-ended Fund Assets and Flows’, 
International Statistical Release, efama. 
3‘Communication from the Commission’ European Commission.
4‘Communication from the Commission’ European Commission.
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Navigating a shifting 
regulatory landscape
CIARA SMITH, HEAD OF REGULATORY COMPLIANCE SERVICES

Introduced in 2011, the Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive 
(AIFMD) was developed with a primary objective of improving protection for 
alternative investors by insisting on greater transparency around areas such as 
conflicts of interest, valuations and liquidity profiles. Ciara Smith provides her 
executive summary on how AIFMD is likely to impact the alternative investment 
management industry.

The Directive was also intended to remove elements of 
the systemic risk that alternative funds can present to 
the European economy.

AIFMD has generated its own set 
of ‘unintended consequences’ 
and some challenges remain

In January 2019, the EU Commission reported on the success 
of AIFMD in meeting these objectives. While it concluded that 
the Directive has satisfactorily created an internal market for 
AIFs and a harmonised regulatory and supervisory framework 
for managers, it also concluded that the AIFMD has generated 
its own set of “unintended consequences” and some 
challenges remain. Among other concerns, these include 
variances in implementation across member states and 
duplication with other regulation such as MiFID II and PRIIPs.

For Intertrust, few pieces of regulation have resulted in 
the heightened demand for client guidance as AIFMD. 
We’ve seen strong interest from clients for market insights, 
regulatory best-practice, comprehensive administrative 
support and, ultimately, solutions that mean they realise 
their strategic objectives within the AIFMD framework.

With discussions around AIFMD II now accelerating, we 
recently surveyed 115 alternative investment managers in 
private equity, real estate, hedge and infrastructure, across 
Europe, North America and Asia, about AIFMD, the issues 
they have faced and the concerns they have.

The findings were thought-provoking and painted a picture 
of a market embracing AIFMD but one that continues to 
need guidance and to rely on comprehensive, end-to-end 
advice and implementation.

For instance, the majority of respondents foresee the 
quantity of assets deployed by managers in AIFMD-
compliant structures increasing over the next two years as 
well as many also saying that non-uniformity of AIFMD 
interpretation across different jurisdictions was a real 
challenge. It’s in this sort of environment that third party 
service providers are able to provide the value-add service 
that managers need to succeed and thrive.

We have extensive experience of AIFMD and, we believe, 
an unparalleled team of experts in numerous jurisdictions 
focused on helping our clients navigate through and benefit 
from such regulation. 

If you would like to receive a copy of the full report, 
please get in touch with us.
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New Partnership 
Representative requirements 
may surprise non-US fund 
managers
RICHARD RUFFER, DIRECTOR, FIDUCIARY SERVICES

FUNDS

Effective for tax years beginning after December 31, 2017, new IRS audit rules 
(“New Rules”) require partnerships to appoint a “partnership representative” 
(“PR”) for each tax year to manage the audit process with the IRS. The PR 
wields considerable authority and must have a substantial presence in the US, 
which could prove problematic for non-US fund managers without suitable US 
employees who can fill the role. Richard Ruffer, Director Fiduciary Services in the 
US, tells us everything you need to know about the new requirements.

THE PR ROLE

The PR role replaces and greatly expands upon the “tax 
matters partner” position under prior law. Like the old tax 
matters partner, the PR serves as designated liaison for the 
partnership with the IRS during audits. The PR, however, has 
significantly greater authority, including the power to bind the 
partnership and all former and current partners with respect 
to the audit process. So, for example, the PR could enter into 
an audit settlement agreement with the IRS which would 
bind the partnership, its partners and any indirect partners 

who have invested in the partnership through other pass-
through entities (such as other partnerships or limited liability 
companies). Under the New Rules, the PR has absolute 
power to conclude audit matters regardless of any limitations 
on the PR’s authority in the partnership agreement.

Any person or entity can serve 
as PR provided the person has a 
‘substantial presence’ in the US

PR QUALIFICATION

Any person or entity can serve as PR provided the person has 
a “substantial presence” in the US. A substantial presence 
requires the PR to (i) make themselves available to meet in 
person with the IRS at a reasonable time and place and (ii 
have a US taxpayer ID number and an address and phone
number in the US. If the PR is an entity, the partnership 
must appoint an individual who meets the substantial 
presence requirements to act as the “designated individual” 
of the entity serving as PR.

 Whilst the market is   
 embracing AIFMD, it   
 continues to seek   
 guidance  



PARTNERSHIPS COVERED BY THE NEW RULES

The New Rules apply to all entities taxed as partnerships. 
This includes limited partnerships, general partnerships 
and limited liability companies electing partnership tax 
treatment. It also includes foreign entities that are engaged 
in a US trade or business and file US partnership tax returns.

ELECTING OUT OF THE NEW RULES

If eligible, certain partnerships can elect out of the New 
Rules on a yearly basis. To qualify, the partnership must have 
100 or fewer partners, and each of the partners must be 
an individual, a C corporation (or foreign entity taxed as a 
C corporation), an S corporation or an estate of a deceased 
partner. Notably, a partnership fails eligibility to elect out if 
it has any partner which is a partnership, trust or disregarded 
entity. This partner limitation will make it dif ficult for many 
investment fund partnerships to elect out of the New Rules.

NEXT STEPS

Fund managers should asses their funds formed as US 
partnerships to see if they can elect out of the New Rules. 
(While beyond the scope of this article, the New Rules 
contain a number of harsh audit provisions, and partnerships 
will likely elect out whenever possible.) If the New Rules 
apply, managers should then determine whether they can 
staff the PR position internally or whether engaging a trusted 
and experienced service provider would provide a better 
solution. While the PR has broad powers, a well-crafted 
service agreement with limitations on discretion, combined 
with a knowledgeable PR, can give the manager and 
the partners comfort that the PR will faithfully represent 
the partnership.

If you would like to discuss this requirement in more 
detail, please get in touch with us.

The PR has the power to bind 
the partnership and all former 
and current partners with 
respect to the audit process

Australian relief for foreign 
financial services providers 
to end in September 2019
 JEREMY BRUGMANS, COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR

Up to now, foreign regulated investment managers were able to rely on a relief 
issued under a particular Class Order, that provides for an exemption to hold an 
Australian Financial Services (AFS) Licence. On 21 September 2018, the Australian 
Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) issued an announcement under 
Instrument 2018/807, that the existing relief available to certain foreign financial 
services providers (FFSPs) is to be extended for an additional 12month period until 
30 September 2019. 

On 1 June 2018, ASIC announced that it’s proposing to 
implement a modified form of the AFS Licence for FFSPs in 
Australia, being introduced as the Foreign AFS Licence. This 
will be a significant change to the existing regulatory regime 
which currently provides many FFSPs with relief from the 
requirement to hold an AFS Licence when providing financial 
services to wholesale clients in Australia.

It’s not yet clear, but most likely a grace period (of about 
12 months) will apply after 30 September 2019 for existing 
FFSPs who have successfully applied for a relief under a 
certain Class Order before 30 September 2019. This will give 
FSSPs the time to find a solution for their current situation. 
Eventually FFSPs will no longer be able to rely on the relief 
and will need to start applying for a Foreign AFS Licence or 
other solution (for instance, partnering with an Australian 
investment manager who already has an AFS License), or 
simply cease activities in Australia and move out. 

Foreign investment managers should be aware that the 
costs for applying for a Foreign AFS Licence and ongoing 
compliance with the Foreign AFS Licence terms and 
conditions will increase their overall operational costs if 
marketing to Australian wholesale investors is still part 
of their strategy. The new measures may impact those 

investment managers who have limited exposure to 
Australian wholesale investors and will need to reconsider, if 
under the new regime, whether it would still be viable to be 
active in Australia.

For further information and guidance, please get in touch 
with our team in Sydney.
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or not particular investments are consistent with these 
new-founded standards. Historically investment strategies 
were largely prescriptive or restrictive. This new approach of 
transparency into ESG, and thus portfolios, is largely born 
out of the growth of managed accounts and Funds of One, 
and it’s becoming the investor’s onus to define their place 
in this new way of doing business. 

This participation of the investor adds a layer of 
complexity for managers. The social component, the 
piece that examines an entity’s business relationships 
and the ethics of those entities, is proving to be the 
most challenging aspect.  As investors are now bringing 
their own interpretation of ESG, matching vast or varied 
demands can be difficult. With the implementation of 
ESG criteria, there’s more diversity in senior management 
and board composition on the governance front too. 
These updates often bring a contemporary approach 
to ESG, but can further make meeting expectations 
and requirements challenging for managers. 

Direct transparency doesn’t 
address the potential 
impact of regulation on ESG

Direct transparency doesn’t address the potential impact 
of regulation on ESG. European regulators, for example, 
are demanding that listed issuers define ESG KPIs within 
publicly available materials, such as annual reports. While 

Environmental, Social and 
Governance criteria in the 
alternatives industry is driving 
more transparent investing
COLIN MACKAY, REGIONAL DIRECTOR, CARIBBEAN & MICHAEL SECONDO, DIRECTOR OF SALES

With private equity, hedge and other alternative investment funds beginning 
to think about their path towards Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) 
awareness, investors are beginning to define their own ideas on ESG. 

At a recent Alternative Investment Management Association 
(AIMA) Global Policy & Regulatory Forum in New York, 
49% of delegates reported that they were already facing 
questions from investors and prospective investors regarding 
sustainable investment strategies. 70% said that they are 
either currently or expect, within the next 12 months, to 
have to develop ESG strategies. 

ESG criteria is based on an institution’s self-defined values 
and can differ based on industry and the business itself, but 
examines elements like environmental impact, business 

relationships, employee welfare, philanthropy and good 
governance. Within the alternatives industry, managers are 
beginning to define specifically what ESG means for their 
entities, and the impact this has on business and investors. 
Consequently, investors are seeking to better understand 
the composition of portfolios, with increasing focus on 
understanding an ESG strategy’s impact. The need for 
transparency is increasing.  

Investors are now consistently acknowledging opportunities 
in ESG-focused businesses. For example, environmentally 
conscious products and systems have been finding more 
funding. At a panel discussion during the Palm Beach 
Global Finance Forum in April, there was a consensus 
among the speakers that investors are, for the most part, 
comfortable with investing in environmental sustainability 
in the renewable energy sector, like the recycling of raw and 
processed materials and carbon emission reductions or limits. 

With the recognition of these modern opportunities, as well 
as the inherent subjective nature of ESG, investors are being 
forced into defining their own criteria of ESG and whether 
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some may view the regulatory hand helpful in managing 
investor expectations, the lack of consistency among 
regulators and the very fact ESG standards and criteria 
are subjective means that nailing down regulated ESG 
KPIs requires greater coordination and consensus among 
regulators to be of real value to investors. 

Looking deeper into ESG impacts is opening up doors to new 
ways of investing, putting new people and views on boards 
and in executive seats, but is ultimately driving ever increasing 
transparency into the decisions institutions are making. 
Definition by regulation may remain to be seen, but the 
conversations among managers and investors are being had. 

If you’re an investor or a manager, contact us to 
learn more about how ESG will impact the way 
you do business.



DAC6:Preparing 
for the unknown 
CIARA SMITH, HEAD OF REGULATORY COMPLIANCE SERVICES

Mandatory disclosure, or DAC6 as it’s commonly known, is the requirement for 
the reporting of European transactions or arrangements which are defined as ‘tax 
aggressive’. Ciara Smith discusses how you can prepare ahead of the upcoming 
regulation coming in.

FIRSTLY, THE BASICS 

Why
Strengthen tax transparency and EU cooperation to address 
aggressive tax planning. Each Member State will automatically 
exchange the information to the competent authorities of all 
other Member States through a centralised database.

What
Any transaction between two countries (where at least one 
is in the EU) and it meets specific criteria which have been 
specified as indicating aggressive tax planning.

Who
All EU based intermediaries or, in some scenarios, this could 
fall to taxpayer where legal privilege is in place.

When 
All EU countries must have implemented DAC6 into local law 
by 1 July 2020. Reporting begins from that date with the first 
deadline for reporting as August 2020 and the regulation 
applies, with retrospective effect, from 25 June 2018. 

This legislation has the potential for significant impact to 
the financial industry and, in particular, those with cross 
border entity structures. This is of course a significant portion 
of the financial world. Although targeted primarily at large 
corporate transactions, but with the potential for a much 
wider reach, the regulation is commonly referred to as “the 
next FATCA/CRS” and is the latest in the series of regulations 
aimed at targeted prevention of tax avoidance. Although a 
lot is still to be clarified, based on what’s known this will be 
viewed as a doing not only as it ‘says on the tin’ but possibly 
a lot more. Although targeted at aggressive tax structures, 
this newest obligation captures significantly more with the 
hope that behaviours will be influenced.

SO, WHAT DO WE KNOW?

Firstly, we know the details of the EU legislation. There’s 
a lot of detail, mainly around how to analyse structures 
and transactions (also known as an arrangement). The 
directives contain specific “hallmarks”, which are indicators 
that an arrangement should be reported. Also it prescribes 
certain instances where the main or expected benefit of the 
arrangement is a tax advantage.

WHAT DON’T WE KNOW?

Most of what we don’t know is around local implementations 
and the practical application of this process in ‘business 
as usual’. Although Poland has already introduced the 
regulation a lot earlier, and with a much wider scope than 
was originally expected, most jurisdictions still have some 
way to go before implementation. Some jurisdictions are 
further along than others and have already submitted 
draft legislation such as Italy, Lithuania, Sweden, Cyprus 
and the Netherlands. 
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Some of the key open questions include:

• Will all countries follow Poland and include domestic 
transactions? 

This would be a substantial increase in scope and would have 
significant operational issues especially for intermediaries 
operating in financial centers such as Luxembourg, London 
or Dublin.

• If no tax benefit exists in a non-Member State but is 
present in another jurisdiction will this be reportable? 

This seems likely that it will be applied and it would require 
transactions whereby there’s no tax benefit to still be 
reviewed. This could require US and APAC entities to complete 
reviews where there’s any EU link through an intermediary.

• What are the practical activities where there are multiple 
intermediaries in a transaction?

The obligation will fall to all intermediaries to ensure 
the transaction is correctly reported, however there’s 
an exemption where it can be evidenced that one 
intermediary has filed and the other parties rely on that 
reporting. This requires reliance being placed on third 
parties where there are no contractual protections, 
and for risk reduction many intermediaries may choose 
to complete the review and reporting regardless. 
Although, perhaps the biggest controversies are 
destined to occur when multiple professional advisors 
are involved – what happens when they don’t agree? 

On paper, there’s still plenty of time

WHAT’S NEXT?

The deadline for implementation is still a year away so 
on paper there’s still plenty of time. But, because of the 
retrospective reporting requirements, these rules catch 
arrangements which have occurred since 18 June and this 
two year period of course brings a range of operational issues. 

Common questions asked include:

• How do I know if a transaction I undertake now will be 
reportable or not? 

• How do I ensure I am gathering enough information? 

• Should I complete reviews based on the EU legislation or 
wait until local implementation? 

For those impacted by this game changing regulation it’s 
clear that there are still a lot of unknowns. However, cliché 
as it may be, preparation here is key and there are many 
activities that can be adopted now that will save some 
challenges later. Simple steps such as:

• adopting a prudent interpretation of the legislation and 
determining which transactions could be impacted

• ensuring you collect and store all data items that may 
be required. Some hard lessons were learnt with FATCA/
CRS and the similar retrospective requirement. Don’t 
assume data can be easily sourced or that clients can be 
contacted two years on!

• align with other intermediaries and share approaches. 
This can save a lot of difficulties down the line

AND FINALLY

Although this implementation will certainly be challenging 
for many, the financial industry will continue to embrace 
this push for greater transparency and, due to the necessity 
of collaboration between intermediaries, this legislation in 
particular will be beneficial to the financial community.

 The regulation is    
commonly referred to as   
‘the next FATCA/CRS’  
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